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Abstract—In this paper, we formulate a flow control optimization problem for wireless sensor networks with lifetime constraint
and link interference in an asynchronous setting. Our formulation is based on the network utility maximization framework,
in which a general utility function is used to characterize the
network performance such as throughput. To solve the problem,
we propose a fully asynchronous distributed algorithm based on
dual decomposition, and theoretically prove its convergence. The
proposed algorithm can achieve the maximum utility. Extensive
simulations are conducted to demonstrate the efficiency of our
algorithm and validate the analytical results.
Index Terms—flow control, sensor networks, asynchronous
setting, dual decomposition.

I. I NTRODUCTION

W

IRELESS Sensor Networks (WSNs) are composed of a
large number of low-power, multi-functioning sensor
nodes, operating in an unattended environment with limited
computation and sensing capabilities. The flexibility, fault
tolerance, high sensing fidelity, low-cost and rapid deployment
characteristics of WSNs have made them widely used in military, disaster relief, environment monitoring and healthcare,
etc [1] [2] [3]. Despite their rapid development, there is an
increasing demand on designing more efficient WSNs, due
to the inherent limitations in the available resources, such as
energy, computational capability and storage [4] [5].
A flow control algorithm is a practical method to successfully deal with congestion control and resource allocation
(particularly in proportional fairness) by regulating source
transmission rates in response to changes in network conditions. It has been extensively studied in typical wired networks
[6] [7], cellular wireless networks [8] and ad hoc networks [9]
[10] to maximize the sum of utility, where a utility function is
generally used to characterize the network performance (e.g.,
throughput) [11]. In order to design an efficient flow control
algorithm for WSNs, there are three main factors to be considered, which limit their applications: 1) network lifetime, which
is caused by the limited energy each sensor node has. WSNs
are often powered with energy-limited batteries and scattered
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in a large region. The sensor nodes can not be recharged
because it may be expensive or the region is inaccessible,
which poses a performance limitation on the achievable network lifetime. As a consequence, network lifetime has become
a significant metric for evaluating the effectiveness of applications in WSNs [5] [12]. Many protocols have been designed
to show tradeoff between the application performance and the
network lifetime [13]. It is shown in [14] that without any
load balancing mechanism, the sensor nodes near sink nodes
will die quickly, leading to the partition of the network; 2) link
interference, which is caused by the spatial contention between
concurrent transmission over a shared wireless medium [15]
[16]. Due to the broadcast nature of the wireless medium, the
flows contend in the spatial domain for the shared wireless
medium if they are within the interference ranges of each
other. The interference greatly limits the network throughput;
and 3) asynchronous setting, which is caused by the largescale inherent and different, variable communication delays
in WSNs. Most of the current works on the flow control
problem assume that the updates for the links/sources are
synchronous. Therefore, all of the links/sources will exchange
congestion price simultaneously and execute an iteration of
the algorithm at every time instance. However, in realistic
WSNs applications, sensor nodes may be scattered in a large
region. Such network-wide synchronization is very difficult
and highly costly to be achieved due to the large amount of
messages exchanged and variable propagation delays in a real
WSN. Therefore, it is challenging to design a distributed flow
control algorithm for WSNs by taking all three factors into
consideration.
In this paper, we formulate a utility-based flow control
optimization problem to maximize the whole utility, by considering the lifetime constraint and link interference. Based on the
framework of network utility maximization (NUM) [17], we
adopt Lagrange Dual method to decompose this optimization
problem into several subproblems. Through the coordination
of Lagrange multipliers, maximizing the utility function of
each flow can achieve the global optimal solution. Specifically, a Utility-based Asynchronous Flow Control (UAFC)
algorithm, is proposed to solve the optimization problem.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first asynchronous
flow control algorithm for WSNs by considering the lifetime
constraint and link interference. Because of the asynchronous
setting, each link has to estimate the link prices from its
interference set and congestion prices from the network,
and each flow has to estimate the link prices and energy
prices from the network. We show that the errors of these
estimations eventually decrease to zero. Furthermore, we prove
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theoretically the convergence of UAFC. We introduce an
asynchronous parameter B, which is defined as the time bound
between the consecutive updates of link price/source rate. We
show that given an asynchronous parameter B, we can always
choose a sufficient small stepsize, γ, to make the sequence
generated by UAFC convergent. UAFC is a very general
asynchronous algorithm, which can be reduced to different
partial asynchronous cases by setting the parameters properly.
The UAFC is amenable to fully distributed implementations,
which corresponds to the decentralized nature of WSNs.
Extensive simulations are conducted to further validate our
analysis results, which show the convergence of UAFC, as
well as the relationships between the convergent rate of UAFC
and the asynchronous parameter B.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II presents some related works. After introducing the system
model and formulating the flow control optimization problem
in Section III, we propose the asynchronous flow control
algorithm, UAFC, to solve this problem in Section IV. The
convergence proof is given in Section V. Section V presents
simulation results. We conclude our work in Section VII.
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to solve it [13]. However, all these works assume synchronous
settings, which is difficult to achieve in real wireless networks.
Low et al. are the first to design an asynchronous algorithm
for flow control under an optimization framework [7]. They
consider the problem for a wired network and do not take into
account the wireless shared medium and energy consumption.
Abraham et al. introduce a new class of asynchronous
distributed algorithms for explicit flow control in an integrated
packet network [28]. Kucera et al. analyze power and rate
control for wireless ad hoc networks with stochastic channels
and propose a game-theory based asynchronous distributed
algorithm. Bui et al. are concerned with joint flow control and
distributed scheduling in multi-hop wireless networks shared
by multiple users [29]. Based on an interference model, they
develop an architecture consisting of a distributed scheduling
algorithm in the MAC layer and an asynchronous flow control
algorithm in the transport layer. However, all these works are
concerned with overall utility of the networks, overlooking
energy consumption. Different from the previous works, we
formulate a utility-based flow control optimization problem
with a lifetime constraint for WSNs in an asynchronous
setting.

II. RELATED WORK
Recently, there are increasing numbers of network applications where their performance is highly dependent on
the high data rate. This indicates that higher link capacity
is desirable. However, the link capacity is limited in the
wireless networks. Thus, many researchers focus on flow
control designs to achieve efficient and fair rate allocation [7]
[18]. NUM framework is first applied to flow control design of
the wireline context by Kelly et al. [6]. Surveys on the NUM
problem over the past decade are carried out in [17] [19]. A set
of mathematical tools for solving the NUM problem are given
in [20] [21]. With these fundamental works, NUM framework
finds its applications in many fields [22] [23] [24]. Chiang et
al. focus on a cross-layer design and present algorithms to
balance congestion control and power control to enhance the
overall performance [22]. Wang et al. propose algorithms for
joint congestion control and MAC layer design [23]. Xu et al.
study the congestion control problem in ad hoc networks [25].
Considering that the objective of maximizing rate allocation
can lead to unfairness in rate allocation among the sensor
nodes, Hou et al. advocate the use of lexicographical maxmin (LMM) rate allocation, and propose a polynomial-time
algorithm-serial LP with Parametric Analysis (SLP-PA) to
calculate the LMM rate allocation problem [26]. All the works
mentioned above have not considered the energy constraint,
which is one of the most important criteria in WSNs.
On the other hand, Srinivasan et al. take into account energy
consumption and propose algorithms to the solve the problem
for fair data collection under the NUM framework given the
network lifetime requirement [27]. Yuen et al. propose a
fully distributed algorithm to achieve minimum energy data
gathering while considering the capacity and interference of
the shared medium [14]. Zhu et al. study the tradeoff problem
between rate allocation and network lifetime, formulating it
as a constrained maximization problem, and deriving both a
partially distributed algorithm and a fully distributed algorithm

III. S YSTEM M ODEL AND P ROBLEM F ORMATION
A. Notations
Throughout the paper, we denote the sets or the cardinality
of sets by capital letters, variables by lowercase letters, vectors
by bold lowercase letters and matrices by bold capital letters.
T
For a vector x, its ith component is
xi , and its transpose
 is 2x 1.
Let || · || be a norm, and ||x||1 = |xi |, ||x||2 = ( |xi | ) 2
i

i

and ||x||∞ = max |xi | denote the 1-norm, 2-norm and ∞i
norm of x, respectively. For matrix A, denote its (i, j) component by aij , and its transpose by AT . Let ||A||1 , ||A||2
and ||A||∞ denote the 1-norm, 2-norm and ∞-norm of the
corresponding matrix.
We model the sensor network as a connectivity graph,
G(V, L). The vertex set V denotes all nodes, including sensor and sink nodes, where N is a subset of V consisting
of the sensor nodes. The set of edges L = {1, 2, . . . , L}
represents logical bidirectional communication links between
sensor nodes. Let cl be the capacity of link l, l ∈ L. There
are S flows over the WSN. Flow s, s ∈ S, is characterized
by a utility function Us (xs ), where Us (·) is a strictly concave
function. Let xs be the transmission rate of flow s, and let
xmin
and xmax
be the minimum and maximum transmission
s
s
rates, respectively.
For the sake of presentation, we also define the following
notations:
•
•
•

•

S(l): the set of flows that go through link l.
L(s): the set of wireless links where flow s goes through.
S(n): the set of flows using sensor node n as a relay
sensor node (excluding the flow starting from sensor node
n).
N (s): the set of sensor nodes that flow s uses as relay
sensor nodes (excluding the sensor node which flow s
starts from).
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B. Link Interference Set
In WSNs, because of the broadcast nature of the wireless
medium, the flows contend in the time and spatial domains for
the shared wireless medium if they are within the interference
range of each other. There exist two models in the literature:
protocol model and physical model [14]. In the physical model,
a packet transmission over link l is successful if the signalto-interference ratio (SIR) is larger than a threshold. In this
paper, we adopt the protocol model, in which the interference
among the links is characterized by the interference sets. We
denote the interference set of the link l by IS l . The flows
going through the link l , l ∈ IS l , interfere with other flows
going through the link l. Since the links included in the
interference set IS l share the same common link capacity cl ,
only one of the flows may transmit over the link l , l ∈ IS l ,
at any time. Consequently, the aggregated rate of all flows
should satisfy the link capacity constraint, i.e.,
 
xs ≤ cl , ∀l ∈ L.
(1)
l ∈IS

l

s∈S(l )

Denote H and R as L × L interference matrix and L × S
routing matrix, respectively, where their (l, l ) component, hll ,
and (l , s) component, rl s , are given by


1, l ∈ ISl
1, s ∈ S(l )
hll =
rl s =
.
0, otherwise
0, otherwise
Let R = HR, then Eq. (1) can be represented in terms of
the matrix as follows:
R x ≤ c1 ,

(2)

where R is the K × S matrix with R = (RT , PT )T , K =
L + N ; c = (cT1 , cT2 )T . R is called the generalized routing
matrix.
D. Optimization Problem Formulation
With the derived equations for link capacity and lifetime
constraint, we formulate the utility-based flow control problem. The goal is to maximize the sum of the utility.

x

IV. A U TILITY- BASED A SYNCHRONOUS F LOW C ONTROL
(UAFC) A LGORITHM
A. Dual Decomposition Approach
Because it is undesirable to solve the defined problem in Eq.
(6) using a centralized approach, we decompose the problem
into a number of subproblems using Lagrange multipliers.
Each subproblem can be solved independently and in parallel
at each node/link. Considering the Lagrangian form of the
optimization problem in Eq. (6), we have the following
equation.
 

{Us (xs ) − xs [(
λcl )
L(x, λ) =
s∈S

+

C. Energy Model and Sensor Node Lifetime

s∈S(n)

= en /Tngoal . If there is a flow s starting from
where
sensor node n, n = xs ; otherwise, n = 0. It is generally
assumed the sink nodes have sufficient energy.
Eq. (3) can be represented in terms of the matrix as follows:
where c2 = (cgoal
− es , cgoal
− es , . . . , cgoal
− es )T , and P is
1
2
N
the N × S matrix with (n, s) component, pns , given by
⎧ t
s ∈ S(n)
⎨ e + er
et
flow s starts from sensor node n .
pns =
⎩
0
otherwise
Based on Eqs. (2) and (4), we have
R x ≤ c,

(5)



l∈L(s) l ∈IS l



λen + et ιs ]}

n∈N (s)

λcl cl +

l



(7)

λen (cgoal
− es ),
n

n∈N

(λc1 , λc2 , · · ·

, λcL , λe1 , λe2 , · · · , λeN )T are the vector
where λ =
of Lagrange multipliers; ιs = λen , assuming flow s starts from
sensor node n . Also λcl , l ∈ L, can be alternatively understood
as the price for using the capacity at link l. Similarly, λen ,
n ∈ N , can be alternatively understood as the price for using
energy at sensor node n.
Hence, the dual problem becomes
D : min max L(x, λ).

cgoal
n

(4)

(6)

Since the objective function is strictly concave, and the
constraints are linear and therefore are separable, convex and
compact, thus there exists a unique optimal solution for the
optimization problem described in Eq. (6).

+ (er + et )

Let en denote the initial energy of sensor node n, n ∈ N .
Let es be the energy consumed in the idle state per unit time
and let er and et denote the additional energy consumption for
one unit data per unit time during the sensor node reception
and transmission, respectively. For a pre-specified lifetime,
Tngoal , the energy constraint for each node n should be:

xs + et n + es ≤ cgoal
(3)
(et + er )
n ,

Us (xs )

s∈S


s.t. R x ≤ c

where x = [x1 , x2 , . . . xS ]T , c1 = [c1 , c2 , . . . cL ]T .

Px ≤ c2 ,



max

λ≥0

(8)

x

A gradient projection approach is introduced to solve the
above dual problem. At each iteration, Lagrange multipliers
are adjusted in the opposite direction to the gradient as
follows:
λcl (t + 1) = [λcl (t) − γ(cl − xlIS (t))]+

λen (t + 1) = [λen (t) − γ[cgoal
− ((er + et )
xs (t)
n
s∈S(n)
t

s

(9)
(10)

+

+ e n (t) + e )]] ,
+
l
where
 γ > 0 is the stepsize and z = max{0, z}. x (t) =
xs (t) is referred to as the aggregated transmission rate
s∈S(l)
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of link l and xlIS (t) =


l ∈IS l



xl (t) is the total transmission

rate of link l (including the total aggregated transmission rate
of the interference set).
Each flow s, s ∈ S, adjusts its rate according to Eq. (11)
to achieve an optimal value.
xmax

xs (t + 1) = [Us−1 (λs (t))]xsmin ,
s

(11)

where [z]ba = min(max(z, a), b), Us−1 is the inverse of Us ,
and λs is defined as


λs =
λlIS + (er + et )
λen + et ιs ,
(12)
l∈L(s)

with

x (t)

=



x
s (t),

(13)

s∈S(l)

x
s (t )

=

t

t =t−B

fls (t , t)xs (t ), ∀s ∈ S(l),

(14)

[λcl (t) − γ(cl − x
lIS (t))]+ ,

(15)

where x
lIS (t) is the estimation of xlIS (t) and is computed
using the latest B rates at link l.
 
x
l (t),
(16)
x
lIS (t) =


x
l (t) =

l ∈IS l
t




all (t , t)xl (t ), ∀l ∈ IS l ,

(17)

t =t−B

with

t

t =t−B

all (t , t) = 1.

At time t ∈ Te , sensor node n updates its energy price
λen (t + 1)

λen (t + 1) = [λen (t) − γ[cgoal
− ((er + et )
x
s (t)
n
s∈S(n)
t

x
s (t)

In this subsection, we introduce an asynchronous algorithm,
which is partial. In the asynchronous model, the computation
is the same as that in the synchronous case, except that it is
based on its current estimate of the latest collected values. We
assume the asynchronous parameter B is an integer constant,
such that:
1) The time between the consecutive updates is bounded
by B for both price and rate updates;
2) One-way communication delay between any two sensor
nodes/links is at most B time units.
Let T = {1, 2, · · · } be the set of time at which either rates
or prices are updated. In particular, we define
l
• T ⊆ T : the set of times at which the link l updates
the aggregated transmission rate xl (t). At t ∈
/ T l , the
aggregated transmission rate is unchanged.
• Tl ⊆ T : the set of times at which the link l updates its
sole congestion price. At t ∈
/ Tl , the sole congestion price
is unchanged.
s
• T ⊆ T : the set of times at which link l updates the
aggregated price λl . At t ∈
/ T s , the aggregated price is
unchanged.
• Te ⊆ T : the set of times at which sensor node n updates
its energy price. At t ∈
/ Te , the energy price is unchanged.
• Ts ⊆ T : the set of times at which the flow s updates
its transmission rate. At t ∈
/ Ts , the transmission rate is
unchanged.
At time t ∈ T l , link l updates the aggregated transmission
rate xl (t) according to

fls (t , t) = 1.

λcl (t + 1) =

B. UAFC Algorithm

l

t =t−B

At time t ∈ Tl , link l updates its sole congestion price
λcl (t + 1) according to

n∈N (s)


where λlIS = l ∈IS l λcl .
In fact, λs is the total price due to the link capacity and
lifetime constraint along the route paid by flow s, and λlIS is
the aggregated congestion price of link l due to interference.
Eqs. (9), (10) and (11) provide the synchronous solution to
the defined problem in Eq. (6) using a decentralized approach.
In the next subsection, we will present UAFC algorithm to
solve the problem in Eq. (6) in an asynchronous setting.

t
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s

+

+e 
n (t) + e )]] ,
t

=
bns (t , t)xs (t ), ∀s ∈ S(n),

(18)
(19)

t =t−B

with

t

t =t−B

bns (t , t) = 1.

At time t ∈ T s , link l updates the congestion price from
the link in its interference set according to

c (t),
(20)
λ
λlIS (t) =
l
c (t)
λ
l

=

l ∈IS l
t


dll (t , t)λcl (t ), ∀l ∈ IS l ,

(21)

t =t−B

with

t

t =t−B

dll (t , t) = 1

At time t ∈ Ts , flow s updates its rate according to
max

s (t))]xsmin ,
xs (t + 1) = [Us−1 (λ
x
s

(22)

s (t) is the estimation of λs (t), i.e.,
where λ


l (t) + (er + et )
e (t)
s (t) =
λ
λ
λ
IS
n

l (t) =
λ
IS
e (t) =
λ
n

l∈L(s)
+et
ιs (t),
t

t =t−B
t


n∈N (s)

(23)

csl (t , t)λlIS (t ), l ∈ L(s),

(24)

gsn (t , t)λen (t ), ∀n ∈ N (s),

(25)

t =t−B

with

t

t =t−B

csl (t , t) = 1,

t

t =t−B

gsn (t , t) = 1.

Here we denote the ideal rate by x̄s (t) if flow s knows
the exact price λs (t) at time t instead of using its estimation
s (t), i.e., x̄s (t) is updated according to Eq. (11). One of our
λ
main results for the performance measure of the asynchronous
algorithm is that the absolute difference between xs (t) and
x̄s (t) converges to zero.
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Algorithm 1: Utility-based Asynchronous Flow Control
(UAFC)
Link l’s Algorithm:
1) At time t ∈ T l , link l updates the aggregated transmission
rate xl (t) using the latest B values of the rates according
to Eqs. (13) and (14), and communicates it to the links l ,
l ∈ ISl .
2) Link l receives the information of aggregated transmission

rates xl (t), from the link l , l ∈ ISl and computes
l
x
bIS (t).
3) At time t ∈ Tl , link l computes a new sole congestion
price λcl (t + 1) according to Eq. (15).
4) Link l communicates its sole congestion price λcl (t + 1) to
flow s, s ∈ S(l).
5) At time t ∈ T s , link l collects the congestion price, λcl (t),
from its interference set ISl , and updates the aggregated
congestion price, λlIS (t + 1), according to Eqs. (20) and
(21), and communicates it to the flow s, s ∈ S(l).
Sensor node n’s Algorithm
1) Node n estimates x
bs (t), s ∈ S(n), according to Eq. (19);
2) At time t ∈ Te , node n computes a new energy price
λen (t + 1) according to Eq. (18).
3) Node n communicates the new energy price λen (t + 1) to
all flows s, s ∈ S(n).
Flow s’s Algorithm
1) Source node of flow s receives the congestion prices and
energy prices from the network from time to time, and
blIS (t) according to Eq. (24) and computes
estimates λ
s
b (t) according to Eq. (23).
λ
2) At time t ∈ Ts , source node of flow s computes a new
transmission rate, xs (t + 1), for the next period according
to Eq. (22).
3) Source node of flow s communicates the new rate
xs (t + 1) to the links in its path.

The asynchronous flow control algorithm was first introduced for wired networks [7]. In this paper, we consider
the features of WSNs and propose the asynchronous flow
control algorithm for WSNs. Note that this is a very general
algorithm in the asynchronous setting. Different kinds of
partial asynchronous algorithms can be achieved by choosing
different parameters a, b, c, d, f, g [7]. The instant information
about the rate and link prices is replaced by the estimated
values. It does not matter whether the information arrives late
or out of order. Thus, it is a practical model resembling real
WSNs. We summarize the distributed asynchronous algorithm
UAFC as in Algorithm 1.
From the above asynchronous implementation of UAFC, we
can see that the computation for the asynchronous algorithm
is the same order as that for the synchronous one [10], except
that it is based on the weighted average of the latest arrived
values, which indicates the efficiency of UAFC.
V. T HE C ONVERGENCE OF UAFC
In this section, we discuss the convergence of UAFC. It
is worth pointing out that the proposed algorithm is different
from the approach in [7], as we take the lifetime constraint and
interference set into consideration and thus have our unique
problem formulation. Specifically, the newly introduced parameters (e.g., the interference estimation or energy price
in each sensor node) make the proof of convergence more

complicated. Therefore, a novel convergence proof for the
proposed algorithm is highly desired. First, we give some
assumptions below:
• A1: Us (xs ) is increasing, strictly concave, and twice
continuously differentiable.

min
• A2: Us (xs ) ≤ −1/ᾱs , xs
≤ xs ≤ xmax
, where ᾱs is
s
a positive constant.
To obtain our main results on the convergence, we have the
following Lemmas.
Lemma 1: For all t
l (t) − λl (t)|
|λ
IS
IS

t−1


≤



|λcl (τ + 1) − λcl (τ )| ,

τ =t−2B l ∈IS l

e (t) − λe (t)|
|λ
n
n

t−1


≤

| λen (τ + 1) − λen (τ ) | .

τ =t−B

See the proof in the Appendix.A.
The following Lemma gives the relationships between
s (t), xs (t).
λs (t), x̄s (t) and λ
Lemma 2: For all t > 0
s (t) − λs (t)
λ

t−1 


≤

|λs (t) − λs (τ )|

≤

|xs (t) − x̄s (t)|

≤


ris
|λi (τ + 1) − λi (τ )|,

τ =t−2B i
t−1 


ris
|λei (t + 1) − λei (t )| ,

t =τ i
t−1 


ᾱ
ris
|λi (τ + 1) − λi (τ )|.
τ =t−2B i

See the proof in the Appendix.B.
We proceed to calculate the estimation error of the gradient.
For i = 1, 2, · · · , L

∇D(λ(t)) − ∇D(λ(t))

i

=x
lIS (t) − x̄lIS (t),

(26)

and i = L + 1, · · · , L + N

∇D(λ(t)) − ∇D(λ(t))
i

= (er + et )
(
xs (t) − x̄s (t)) + et (
n (t) − n (t)).
s∈S(n)

Then we have the following Lemma.
Lemma 3: There exists a A2 > 0 such that

∇D(λ(t)) − ∇D(λ(t))
≤ A2 ᾱS̄ 2

t−1


||λ(τ + 1) − λ(τ )||1 .

(27)

τ =t−4B

See the proof in the Appendix.C.
With the Lemmas above, we state our main result from the
UAFC algorithm.
Theorem 1: Given that A1 and A2 hold, B is bounded, and
1
the stepsize γ satisfies 0 < γ < A1 (4B+1))A
 ᾱS̄ 2 . Then with
2
min
max
≤ x(0) ≤ x
}, and congestion
any initial rates x(0), {x
and energy prices λc (0) ≥ 0, λe (0) ≥ 0, every accumulation
point of the sequence generated by the asynchronous implementation is primal-dual optimal. Furthermore, the absolute
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Proof: With the Lemmas above, from [7, Theorem 2,
871-873], we can easily get
D(λ(t + 1)) = D(λ(0)) − A2

t
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where A2 = 1/γ − A1 (4B + 1)A2 ᾱS̄ 2 , A1 is a constant.
As D(λ(t)) is lower bounded, when γ is chosen sufficiently
1
1
small such that A2 > 0, which means B < 4γA1 A
 ᾱS̄ 2 − 4 ,
2
then ||λ(t + 1) − λ(t)|| → 0 as t → ∞. It follows directly
s (t) − λs (t)| → 0, as t → ∞. Similar
|xs (t) − x̄s (t)| → 0, |λ
to the steps in [7], we can easily prove the convergence of
sequence of (λ, x), generated by the asynchronous algorithm,
starting from any initial rates x(0), {xmin ≤ x(0) ≤ xmax },
and congestion and energy prices λc (0) ≥ 0, λe (0) ≥ 0.
Because of the convexity of the problem, the accumulation
point (λ∗ , x∗ ) of the sequence are primal-dual optimal.
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VI. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
In this Section, simulations are conducted to demonstrate
the convergent performance of the UAFC algorithm. We are
especially interested in the impact of the asynchronous setting
parameter B on the rate of convergence.
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A. Simulation Setting
The network topology is depicted in Fig. 1, where there
are 7 sensor nodes. Sensor nodes 1 - 6 are sensing nodes
and sensor node 7 is the sink node. There are six links and
three flows in the network, which can be seen in Fig. 1. The
capacities of the links are set to be c = (1, 1.5, 1.5, 2.5, 2, 3.5),
and the initial energy of sensor nodes 1 - 6 are e =
(1000, 1500, 1500, 1500, 1300, 2000). The sink node (node 7)
is assumed to have enough energy. The parameters for energy
consumption are set to et = 1.4, er = 1.0, es = 0.83 [30].
The default required lifetime of each sensor node is 800. The
utility function is defined as Us (xs ) = ξs log xs , s ∈ S, where
ξ = (0.55, 0.5, 0.3). We set the maximum and minimum
transmission rates for each flow s to [0.2, 1.5]. As the
asynchronous parameter B depends on the specific network
environments, we vary the value of B for corresponding experimental results. We set all (t , t), bns (t , t), csl (t , t), dll (t , t),
fls (t , t), gsn (t , t) to be 1/B ∀ n ∈ N, l ∈ L, s ∈ S, t , t.
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B. Performance Evaluation of UAFC
First we set the stepsize γ = 0.1. When B = 1, the
asynchronous case reduces to the synchronous case. Fig. 2(a)
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shows the result for B=1. It can be seen that, without communication delay, the sequence generated by UAFC converges
quickly to the optimal solution (0.262, 0.238, 0.336). We then
increase B to 5, and the corresponding result is depicted
in Fig. 2(b). Obviously, in the three cases, the sequences
all converge to the optimal solution (0.262, 0.238, 0.336).
However, both of them have different convergent performance,
which is affected by the parameter of asynchronous setting
B. It takes more iterations for sequence when B = 5 to
converge to the optimal solution. From Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 2(b),
we can see B has a fundamental impact on the convergent
performance of UAFC. The larger the B is, the more slowly
the sequence converges. This is reasonable, as each sensor
node needs more iterations to collect gradient information
when B becomes larger.
As previously mentioned, for a given stepsize γ, the larger
the parameter of asynchronous setting B, the more iterations
each sensor node needs to regulate its rate to the optimal
solution. One extreme case is B is infinity. In this case,
the sequence will diverge. Therefore, for a given stepsize
γ, we may find a threshold. When the asynchronous setting
parameter B is larger than the threshold, the sequence will
diverge. For γ = 0.1, we find the threshold value of B equals
to 6, because the rate has been oscillating as shown in Fig.
2(c).
In order to find a value of γ to make the algorithm
convergent, we proceed to reduce the stepsize γ to 0.01 in
the experiment. We first set B = 6, and the results are
plotted in Fig. 3(a). In this case, the sequence generated by
UAFC is convergent to the optimal solution. Because of the
smaller stepsize γ and the larger asynchronous setting B, the
convergent rate is slower than that for γ = 0.1. Then we
increase B to 20 and the results are shown in Fig. 3(b). We
find the threshold is B=44 for γ = 0.01 (see Fig. 3(c)). Thus,
given the asynchronous parameter B, we can always set a
sufficiently small stepsize γ to make the sequence convergent.
Lastly, we investigate the relationships between xs (t) and
s (t) and λs (t). As shown in Fig. 4, the estimation
x̄s (t), λ
s (t) in Fig.
errors, i.e., xs (t) − x̄s (t) in Fig. 4(a) and λs (t) − λ
4(b), approach to zero as iteration t becomes infinity, which
verifies the conclusions in Theorem 1.
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We have proposed a utility-based asynchronous flow control
algorithm in WSNs. We make use of the interference set
to model the spatial contention between links and formulate
the problem as a nonlinear constrained optimization problem. Based on the Lagrange dual decomposition method, we
decouple the primal problem into several subproblems. A
distributed algorithm, UAFC, has been proposed to solve these
subproblems in an asynchronous setting, and we have proved
theoretically its convergence. Numerical results demonstrate
that the sequence generated by UAFC converges to the optimal solution, which reveals the effectiveness of UAFC. We
have also studied numerically the relationships between the
convergent rate of UAFC and the asynchronous parameter B.
Our future work will focus on quantifying the impacts of
dynamic capacity on the performance of flow control for

Rates
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WSNs in the asynchronous setting. We will also develop a
general asynchronous flow control algorithm for stochastic
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multi-objective optimization problems in multi-path WSNs.
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A. Proof of Lemma 1

Following the same steps, we have
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and
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